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The present invention relates to feed devices for auto~ 
matic guns supplied with ammunition in the form of a 
belt constituted by cartridges interconnected by ?exible 
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links, said belt being pulled toward said gun, at least once 2 
every time a shot is ?red, by a belt feed mechanism op~ 
erated by the gun. 
The pull exerted on the belt by the belt feed mech 

anism is jerky and the jerks tend to be transmitted to 
the whole of the belt, even as far as the magazine where 
the end of said belt is stored, and it will be readily under 
stood that this jerky movement is detrimental of a good 
operation of the whole. ' . ' ’ 

The chief object of the invention is to obviate this 
drawback. ' ’ 

, For this purpose, according to the present invention,‘ 
I provide a ?y-‘wheel coupled in rotation with at least 
one sprocket wheel in mesh with a portion of the belt 
located at a distance from the end thereof engaged by 
said belt feed mechanism, means being provided to cause 
the movement of said portion of the belt toward said gun 
to be stopped in response to stopping of said belt feed 
mechanism. 
A preferred embodiment of the present invention will 

be hereinafter described, with reference to the accom 
panying drawing given merely by way of example and in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatical view from the rear of an 
automatic gun provided with a feed device according to 
the present invention. 

Fig. 2 shows on an enlarged scale and in side view the, 
I device in section on the line II—-H of Fig. 1. 

The automatic gun 1 diagrammatically shown on Fig. 1 
is provided with a belt feed mechanism 2 pulling inter 
mittently as long as the gun is in operation, a cartridge 
belt constituted by cartridges 3 interconnected by means 
of links 4. This belt 3-4 is pulled by the belt feed 
mechanism 2 either once or several times every time a 
shot is ?red. The displacement imparted to a cartridge 
directly engaged by said belt feed mechanism under the 
effect of the pull of longest amplitude exerted by said 
mechanism, during every cycle of operation, is designated 
by d. 

According to my invention, I provide, upstream of 
belt feed mechanism 2, a regulating unit including a 
fly-wheel 6 adapted to be driven in rotation, with the 
interposition of a torque limiting device, by a sprocket 
drum 7 in mesh with a portion of the cartridge belt 3-4, 
so that forward movement of said belt causes said ?y 
wheel to rotate. . 

The device includes means for causing the movement 
of said portion of the belt toward the gun to be stopped 
in response to stopping of the belt feed mechanism 2. 
For instance when, as shown by Fig. 1, a passage 5 is 
provided upstream of the belt feed mechanism for guid 
ing the belt toward said mechanism, this passage may 7 
constitute the above mentioned means. It sut?ces,‘ for 
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this purpose, to determine the clearance existing between 
the belt 3—4 and the inner walls of said passage 5 so 
that when the belt feed mechanism 2 is stopped, the. 
portion of the belt between said mechanism 2 and the 
sprocket drum 7 can only take a slightly zigzag shape 
between said walls, thus stopping the part of the belt 
engaged by sprocket drum 7 a short time after the stop 
ping of mechanism 2.v - ' - , 

The distance D in said passage 5, between the last 
cartridge engaged by belt feed mechanism 2 and the 
cartridge nearest thereto that is :in mesh with sprocket 
drum 7, is such that the total maximum possible resilient 
elongation of belt 3-—4 between these two cartridges 
(that is to say over this distance D) is greater than the 
above speci?ed displacement d. For instance, D is ad 
vantageously equal to 1.5 d. In the particular case 
where d is equal to one pitch of the belt feed mechanism 
2 (that is to say is equal to the total displacement of a 
cartridge engaged by said belt feed mechanism during 
one ?ring cycle operation), this length D is equal to. 
?fteen times this pitch. 

In the particular embodiment illustratedby the draw->2 
ing, the regulating device is mounted at a bend of pas-, 
sage 5 and the above mentioned sprocket drum 7 con-. 
stituted by two sprocket wheels has its shaft 8 mounted 
so as to be rotatable in ?xed frame elements 9 rigid with 
passage 5. 
The teeth of sprocket wheels 7 penetrate, through slots 

10, into passage 5, so as to engage the cartridges 3’ which 
are moving along said passage. . 
One of the ends' of shaft 8 is coupled with' ?ywheel. 

6 througha speed multiplying gear constituted by'an 
epicycloidal gear one element of which is carried 
the ?xed frame (elements 9). I 
For instance, as shown by Fig. 2, ?y-wheel 6 isljour: 

nalled by means of a ball bearing 13 on the end 12 of 
shaft 8. Fly-wheel 6 carries a plurality of spindles, 14 
distributed about its axis, and on these spindles are jour 
nalled planet~wheels 15 each of which meshes with a 
sun-wheel 11 ?xed on shaft 8. These planet-Wheels‘ 15 
are further in mesh with another sun-wheel 16 coaxially 
mounted with respect to sun-wheel 11. This sun-wheel 
16 is carried by a sleeve 17 freely rotatable coaxially 
around shaft 8. Sleeve 17 bears axially against the 
?xed frame of the device through a thrust bearing 18; 
A torque limiting device is inserted between sleeve 17 ' 

and said ?xed frame 9. Advantageously, this torque 
limiting device is constituted by a multiplicity of annular 
discs 19 and29, alternately carried by sleeve 17 (for 
discs 19) and a casing 21 rigid with the ?xed frame of 
the device (for discs 20). Spring washers 22, tightly 
held between a part rigid with sleeve 17 and a nut 23 
screwed on the end of said sleeve, apply the desired 
thrust on said discs 19-20 so that, for certain values of 
the torque exerted by sleeve 17 on casing 21, the friction 
between said discs 19 and 20 becomes insu?icie'nt, to 
prevent relative slipping between them. 
A pawl 24, carried by the‘?xed frame-of thedevice, is‘: 

mounted to cooperate with a ratchet wheel 25 carried by, 
fly-wheel 6 so as to prevent said ?y-wheel from rotating 
in a direction corresponding to a retrograde movement of 
the cartridge belt in passage 5. 

This device works as follows. Initially, the cartridges 
are located in passage 5, as shown by Fig. 1. As soon as 
the ?rst shot vis ?red, belt, feedmechanism 2 imparts a 
sudden pull to the ?rst of the cartridges with which it is. 
engaged. The links 4 located in the portion of passage 5, \ 
extending from mechanism 2 to sprocket wheels 7, are 
stretched resiliently, and sprocket wheels 7 are started in_ 
rotation. 
As the next shots are ?red, the cartridge beltis pulled 
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intermittently. Shaft 8, which is rigid with sprocket 
wheels 7, is also started in rotation and it tends to trans 
mit this rotation, through planet-Wheels 15, to ?y-wheel 
6. But this fly-wheel, due to its inertia, cannot immedi 
ately follow the movement of shaft 8. The planet-wheels 
exert a high torque on sleeve 17 which, according to the 
adjustment of washers 22, will slip more or less with re 
spect to casing 21. Due to the repeated rotational im 
pulses transmitted to sprocket wheels 7 by cartridge belt 
3—4, and to the frictional resistance opposed by discs 
19—20 to the rotation of sleeve 17, the planet-wheels 
gradually start the ?y-wheel 6 rotating until sleeve 17 is 
stationary and fly-wheel 6 is running at its highest speed, 
as desired. At this time, sprocket wheels 7 rotate at a 
nearly regular speed and exert their desired action. In 
other words, during the time intervals for which the car 
tridge engaged by the belt feed mechanism 2 is stationary, 
sprocket wheels 7 push the cartridges toward said belt 
feed mechanism and, during the time intervals where the 
cartridge belt is pulled by said mechanism, wheels 7 part 
ly exert a braking action on the cartridge belt without 
stopping the operation of the belt feed mechanism, owing 
to the resiliency of links 4. Upstream of said sprocket 
wheels 7, the movement of the belt is practically 
continuous. 
When the gun is stopped, ?y-wheel 6 is running at its 

maximum speed. Since sprocket wheels 7 are stopped 
a short time after the stopping of the belt feed mechanism, 
the rotation of the fly-wheel is braked by the friction be 
tween discs 19 and 20 which slip with respect to one an 
other, due to the fact that the torque then transmitted be 
tween the ?y-wheel and the frame is higher than the pre 
determined value for which torque transmitting means 
19-20 have been adjusted. After a relatively short time, 
the ?y-wheel is in turn stopped. 

Fly-wheel 6 can never be caused to rotate in the rear 
ward direction owing to the cooperation of pawl 24 with 
ratchet-wheel 25. 

In a general manner, while I have, ingthe above de 
scription, disclosed what I deem to be practical and ef' 
?cient embodiments of my invention, it should be well 
understood that I do not wish to be limited thereto as 
there might be changes made in the arrangement, dis 
position and form of the parts without departing from the 
principle of the present invention as comprehended with 
in the scope of the accompanying claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. In combination, an automatic gun including a belt 

feed mechanism for feeding said gun with ammunition, 
said ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges and ?exible links interconnecting said car 
tridges, ‘said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pulling 
said belt at least once every time a shot is ?red, at least 
one sprocket wheel located at a distance from said belt 
feed mechanism, said sprocket wheel being in mesh with 
the cartridges of said belt on their way toward said feed 
mechanism, mechanical means extending between said 
feed mechanism and said sprocket wheel arranged to co 
operate with said belt to cause the forward movement of 
the portion of said belt in mesh with said sprocket wheel 
to be stopped in response to stopping of said feed mech 
when a ?y-wheel, ‘and vmeans for coupling said fly-wheel 
in rotation with said sprocket wheel, said last mentioned 
means including a device for limiting the torque trans 
mitted between said sprocket wheel and said ?y-wheel. 

2. In combination, an automatic gun including a belt 
feed mechanism for feeding said gun with ammunition, 
said ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges and ?exible links interconnecting said car 
tridges, ‘said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pull 
ing said belt ‘at least once every time a shot is ?red, at 
least one sprocket wheel located at a distance from said 
belt feed mechanism, said sprocket wheel being in mesh 
with the cartridges of said belt on their way toward ‘said 
feed mechanism, mechanical ‘means extending between 
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4 
said feed mechanism and said sprocket wheel arranged to 
cooperate with said belt ‘to cause the forward movement 
of the portion of said belt in mesh with said sprocket 
wheel to be stopped in response to stopping of said feed 
mechanism, a fly-wheel, and means for coupling said ?y 
wheel in rotation with said sprocket wheel, said last men 
tioned means including a frictional transmission arranged 
to slip when the torque transmitted between said sprocket 
wheel and said fly-wheel exceeds a given value. 

3. In combination, a framework, an automatic gun 
carried by said framework and including a belt feed 
mechanism for feeding said gun with ammunition, said 
ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges and ?exible links interconnecting said car 
tridges, said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pull‘ 
ing said belt at least once every time a shot is ?red, a 
shaft extending at right angles to the direction of move 
ment of said belt toward said belt feeding mechanism, 
said shaft being joumalled in said framework, at a dis 
tance from said belt feed mechanism, at least one sprocket 
wheel ?xed to said shaft, said sprocket wheel being in 
mesh with the cartridges of said belt on their way to 
ward said feed mechanism, a belt guiding passage rigid 
with said framework, extending between said feed mecha 
nism and said sprocket wheel, arranged to cooperate 
with said cartridge belt to cause the forward movement 
of the portion of said belt in mesh with said sprocket 
wheel to be stopped in response to stopping of said belt 
feed mechanism, a ?y-wheel coaxial with respect to said 
shaft, a plurality of spindles carried by said ?y-wheel 
parallel to said shaft and distributed about the axis of 
said shaft at equal distances therefrom, a plurality of 
pairs of planet-wheels, the two planet-wheels of each 
pair being rigid and in line with each other and being 
rotatable about one of said spindles respectively, a sun 
wheel rigid with said shaft and in mesh with one planet 
wheel of each of said pairs of planet-wheels, a sleeve 
coaxially surrounding said shaft and freely rotatable with 
respect thereto, a second sun-wheel rigid with said sleeve 
and in mesh with the other planet-wheel of said pairs of 
planet-wheels, and means for ?xing said sleeve with re 
spect to said framework. 

4. A combination according to claim 3 in which the 
last mentioned means are friction means arranged to per 
mit rotation of said sleeve with respect to said frame 
work when the torque transmitted between said sleeve 
and said framework exceeds a predetermined value. 

5. In combination, an automatic gun including a belt 
feed mechanism for feeding said gun with ammunition, 
said ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges and ?exible links interconnecting said car 
tridges, said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pull 
ing sai'd belt at least once every time a shot is ?red, at 
least one sprocket wheel located at a distance from said 
belt feed mechanism, said sprocket wheel being in mesh 
with the cartridges of said belt on their way toward 
said feed mechanism, mechanical means extending be 
tween said vfeed mechanism and said sprocket wheel ar 
ranged to cooperate with said belt to cause the forward 
movement of the portion of said belt in mesh with said 
sprocket wheel to be stopped in response to stopping of 
said feed mechanism, a ?y-wheel, and means for cou 
pling said ?y-wheel in ‘rotation with said sprocket wheel, 
said coupling means consisting of a speed multiplying 
gear arranged to cause said ?y-wheel to rotate at a higher 
speed than said sprocket wheel. 

6. In combination, an automatic gun including a belt 
feed mechanism for feeding said ‘gun with ammunition, 
said ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges vand ?exible .links interconnecting said car-' 
tridges, said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pull~' 
ing said belt at least once every time a shot is ?red, at. 
least one sprocket wheel located at a distance from said 
belt "feed mechanism, said sprocket wheel being in .mesh 
with the cartridges of said belt on ‘their way toward said 
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feed mechanism, mechanical means extending between 
said feed mechanism and said sprocket wheel arranged 
to cooperate with said belt to cause the forward move 
ment of the portion of said belt in mesh with said 
sprocket wheel to be stopped in response to stopping of 
said feed mechanism, a ?y-wheel, and means for cou 
pling said ?y-wheel in rotation with said sprocket wheel, 
said coupling means consisting of an epicycloidal gear. 

7. In combination, an automatic gun including a belt 
feed mechanism for feeding said gun with ammunition, 
said ammunition being in the form of a belt comprising 
cartridges and ?exible links interconnecting said car 
tridges, said belt feeding mechanism intermittently pull~ 
ing said belt at least once every time a shot is ?red, at 
least one sprocket wheel located at a distance from said 
belt feed mechanism, said sprocket wheel being in mesh 
with the cartridges of said belt on their way toward said 
feed mechanism, a belt guiding passage extending be 
tween said feed mechanism and said sprocket wheel ar 
ranged to cooperate with said belt to cause the forward' 20 
movement of the portion of said belt in mesh with said 
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sprocket wheel to be stopped in response to stopping of 
said feed mechanism, a ?y-wheel, means for coupling 
said ?y~wheel in rotation with said sprocket wheel, and 
an anti-rollback device interposed between said ?y-wheel 
and said passage to prevent rotation of said ily~wheel in 
a direction corresponding to a retrograde movement of 
the cartridge belt. 

8. A combination according to claim 7 in which said 
anti-rollback device includes a pawl carried by said pas 
sage and a ratcl1et~wheel carried by said fly-wheel and 
cooperating with said pawl. 
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